Introduction of Creative Café
- Theme-based maker space -

‘Idea Factory’, First public maker space in Korea

Visitors are hard to participate to making activity when they come to our site without any knowledge or experience of making.

‘Creative Café’, Theme-based maker space

Why
Give visitors the experience of instant creation without any deep knowledge of making.

How
Theme program for fun + Team project in each 2~3 months + Self design and making by staffs

What
Car playground, Paper jungle, Tool making

Results (‘19.3~9)
3 theme programs, 17 activities and 4 education programs are developed.
Visitors increase for about 6 times of visitors in 2018.
We are planning simple but deep-thinking and futuristic theme in the next year.

Creative Café
Theme-based maker space
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i-Twinkle
Learn about Invention process and Ideate something valuable

i-Knowhow
Design the idea and think deeply how to make it.

i-Making
Prototype the idea using digital fab. Devices based on the designed data.